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Current Status @ Liverpool
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LUCASZ is commissioned and operational.

First set of rudimentary tests were performed end of July.

Current test setup includes:
Variable pre-heater up to ∼230W with six temperature sensors;

Connected, tested, working;
Two real microchannels, each with 4 DC heaters mimicking tiles and 4 pt100;

Ready-to-connect, tested, working;
Custom arduino temperature readout;
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With the current test setup we can:
Fully test LUCASZ;
Calibrate internal bypasses;
Make the plant VELO-commisioning ready;

[To be completed by the end of the month]

With the current test setup we cannot:
Test the actual experimental system;

Some great info on predicted total dP, dP over the longest and shortest lines, etc.
already shown by Oscar here;
Our understanding is that we are being asked to provide the parameters of the finished
VELO halves, such as total dP, dP/dT vs. FlowRate, etc.

This can only feasable if...

https://indico.cern.ch/event/770888/contributions/3202414/attachments/1755386/2845968/181118_VELOUpgrade.pdf


Option A:
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We wait until the entire VELO half is finished;
Reliant on delivery of parts and modules from upstream on the chain of production;
Will certainly not be before the end of winter;
Would require for everything on the project to go 100% smoothly from now on;
Would, in theory, provide us with complete information on the system;



Option B:
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We produce a custom solution for temporary partial assembly of the VELO half;
Still reliant on delivery of some parts and a couple of modules;
Could possibly be achieved before the end of the year;
Would require the redistribution of already tight person-power (everything else in
Liverpool temporarily grinds to a halt);
Would provide us with only partial information on the system (ie. longest-shortest line,
etc.);



Summary
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We have an operational LUCASZ plant;
We will soon have it tested with real micro-channels;
We cannot provide the cooling group with the final systems characteristics on a short
timescale;
We have Option A:

Proceed with current work and timeline;
Full system characteristics; earliest spring 2020;

and Option B:
Refocus to produce a temporary partial assembly;
Partial system characteristics; earliest end of year;
Other VELO assembly work essentially stops;

We absolutely welcome any suggestions!
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